A Sort of Portrait
Stewart Home,
Fiona Banner and
Cosey Fanni T
Tutti
in conversation

Stewart Home The cover of this book is taken from an image of you, sporting
a tattoo. Looks like an ISBN number – is it?
Fiona Bannerr The tattoo is my own personal ISBN (International Standard Book
Number): I am ofﬁcially registered as a publication – ‘Fiona Banner’. It’s
’ not really
works
about branding, but how
ww
orks of art act as mirrors; it’s
’ also about stories and biography
– the conspiracy of narrative. I was thinking about copyright and publishing in a jokey,
y
serious way – a sort of portrait as book.
SH One of my friends who works in publishing wanted to put an ISBN on the British
Isles to see how the registration authority and the copyright libraries dealt with it.
FB That’s
’ a hard one to put in a box. I suppose you could hack into Google Earth
and write the ISBN across the whole image map of Britain.
Cosey Fanni T
Tutti A portrait as a publication – it’s
’ a nice piece Fiona, and it does
resonate – in 1972, we created a tongue-in-cheek //serious work called ‘Copyright
Breeches’, in which we played with the notion of copyright.
FB Great title – breeches as in trousers, I presume?
Yes.
CFT
TY
es. I made a pair of trousers and painted the copyright symbol all over
them. Gen then wore them and went out with a copyright-symbol rubber stamp and
copyright-breeched whatever he came across that he felt needed to be reassigned
or targeted for debate.
FB John Berger said: “Nakedness reveals itself. Nudity is placed on display.
y The
nude is condemned to never being naked. Nudity is a form of dress”. I’ve always
considered this really poetic, and provocative, but probably not in the way he intended.
don’tt agree with it. At any rate, his
I think it’s
’ stayed with me because I like it, but I don’
point is that nudes are not painted for who they are, but for what they are, and what
they offer the viewer.
It’s
CFT
T It’
’s a great quotation, and I agree with it in many ways. Our nakedness is
not found in nudity.
y When we’re nude, we’re always aware of presenting ourselves,
and consciously revealing and communicating something, whereas nakedness implies
the opposite. But I’d have to understand the context of the piece to comment on
what he’s
’ saying.
‘Ways
FB It’s
’ from ‘W
Ways of Seeing’, which was a 1972 telly series. Berger juxtaposes images
of the painted female nude from old-master paintings with photos from a soft-porn
magazine, and sees how they use similar poses, gestures and looks. He thinks there are
few signiﬁcant exceptions to the voyeurism that runs through the European high-art
tradition. But for him, the exceptions that do exist are all about the depth of the
relationship: a sort of dissolving of space between the subject and the object. The quote
is beautiful, but the more I think about it, the more it’s
’ subject to the same kind of…
well, it’s
Anyway,
’ out of date in some ways, but not in others. Anyway
y, it comes down to the
connection between model and artist, which in the terms of John Berger’’s conversation
were female and male respectively.
y
CFT Having experienced being a model for both sex-industry photographers
and artists, this is my view also. The use of words as a medium for nude portraiture
is a form of clothing too, in that the pose the nude strikes reveals something of the
person, and is commented on by the observer. It’s
’ like a kind of conversation, and in
a conversation we edit ourselves according to the
t subject being
g discussed:
discussed: iff it’s
it’s
’ ourselves,
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we choose what to reveal depending on who we’re talking to and why – like now
for instance. Or, like the relationship between your models and yourself, where
there is a dialogue and sensibility acting as a form of dress that, ironically,
y inhibits
the nakedness of the nude.
FB So the nude is always an act or performance in one way or another.
CFT
TY
ou could say that. It’
’s always a statement.
You
It’s
SH Fiona, what about that performance you did with the actress?
FB Samantha Morton. W
Well, she came to my studio and posed for me, without any
clothes. So I made this portrait of her in words, and she left without reading it. The
next night she did read the piece – her portrait – for the ﬁrst time, out loud, in front
of an audience at the Whitechapel Gallery.
y It’
It’s
’s odd because she didn’
didn’tt actually act it;
at times she tried to control it, and take ownership of the words, while at other times
the words sort of owned her, and overwhelmed her, creating a moment of un-acting
really.
y At one point she cracked up, then she gained composure. So it was very revealing
– a kind of striptease in words. I called the piece ‘Mirror’.
Would you consider
SH I saw the ﬁlm of this performance – it is quite powerful. W
the ﬁlm to be the piece, or the performance? It’s
’ always so difﬁcult, this business
of performance and documentation. History prioritises the documentation over
the live event, and this can be seen as a denial of the event.
We had agreed (me and Samantha)
FB I agree. The ﬁlm is actually found footage. W
not to ﬁlm the performance, but there was a cameraman in the gallery ﬁlming for
another artist who was performing that night. A month or two later, he sent me this
very shaky,
y ﬂy-on-the-wallish documentation of the performance, which was not
properly focused because he had just been warming up while we were doing our thing.
Because the image was not composed for the frame, but caught, it has a nonchalance
that – to me – is much more like being in the audience. The ﬁlm carries some of
the tension and fragility of the moment. ((see page 17).
Subsequently,
y I made another piece in the studio, ‘Performance Nude’; this performance
was intended for the camera, and only the camera, so no one was present but the
cameraman, me, and Marianne, who was posing. This is a one-off ﬁxed-camera ﬁlm,
so it was never editioned, copied, or edited, and it too has a one-take, one-off sense
about it. ((see page 73).
SH Why is there still so much more interest in female nudes than the male variant?
FB Well,
W most historic nudes are by men of women – the male protagonist, the female
muse – and on the whole, it’s’ the same with the popular nude today: page three, porn,
etc. Perhaps it’s
’ an attempt to merge or inhabit through portrait – men trying to inhabit
women – something to do with unrequited mother-love syndrome: they want to get
back on in the womb. I was just looking at my kid’s
’ soft toys, and thinking how many
of them are like breasts. Personally I’ve always loved Snoopy,
y but he is really just one
big boob when you look at him.
SH I think we’re just culturally conditioned to ﬁnd the female nude more interesting.
Obviously,
y in gay male culture this isn’t
isn’t true. And also, there’s
’ an assumption at work
here that the observer is supposedly active and the observed passive.
Do you have any opinion about why Hollywood has such a problem with full-frontal
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female nudity,
y and tends to prefer tits and ass, whereas European directors seem to
have fewer problems with full frontal?
FB Much of Hollywood cinema is porn anyway; just gun penetration and blood
really.
rather than fucking. It’s
’ rather an odd kind of propriety really
y.
SH Do you remember the Derek Jarman ﬁlm ‘Jubilee’? I didn’t really like the
movie but some of the music was interesting: one of the tracks was called ‘Wargasm
W
in Pornotopia’. In fact, the titles in that ﬁlm seemed to be better than the movie.
I liked Adam Ant’s
’ performance, and it was a porn ﬁlm so there must have been
nudity,
y but curiously
curiously,
y, I can’
can’tt bring any nude images from it to mind.
FB Funny,
y I once wrote a story called ‘W
‘War
War Porn’ about an imaginary war ﬁlm spliced
in with an imaginary porn ﬁlm; it switches to and fro between the two. The imagery
was based on ﬁlms I’ve worked with, so I was just reaching for the familiar,
r but for me
the two genres do work on very similar emotional frequencies: the primitive violence
of the images. It was a big handwritten drawing, possibly not that legible (other than
to me). I have just transcribed it for this book (see
( page 79). It was weird because there
were reams of the text that I didn’t recognise at all, even though I’d written it.
CFT It’s
’ interesting, what you say about war and porn ﬁlms having violence in common.
I guess I’d disagree on one level, because their violence is quite different in that the
objective behind the violence is very speciﬁc to each situation, and, by degree, dependent
on the end goal. W
War ﬁlms are generally fact based (apart from ‘‘War-of-the-Worlds’War-of-the-Worlds’W
type science ﬁction, of course), whereas porn ﬁlms are presented as fantasy.
y Like you
say,
y both genres speak to the primitive in us all, whether we’re repelled or gratiﬁed.
FB I think war ﬁlms are
r fantastical in most senses, and the reference to history is
quite confusing as they are usually propaganda in one way or another.
SH Do you have any favourite images of the nude in ﬁlm?
Wonderland’,
FB W
Well, I have great affection for ‘Arsewoman in W
onderland’, because I’ve spent
Wonderland’.
Tiffany
so long looking at it. It’s
’ based on ‘Alice in W
onderland’. T
iffany Mynx directs the
ﬁlm and stars in it, and the sets and costumes were made by the actors, who were
wasn’tt really a script, and there are hardly
mainly friends of Mynx. Y
You can tell there wasn’
any spoken words anyway; I like that because it makes the sounds much more important,
and it takes on this primitive pre-language atmosphere. The ﬁlm is kind of amateurish,
h
childish: stoned. There are odd things happening that take you away from the violence
of the images. The ﬁlm is a turn-on, but then it’s
’ boring; it moves between the two.
Actually,
y I started seeing it quite formally as a sort of nude painting: something very
domestic became something rather grand. When I wrote a description of the ﬁlm
( page 90), some bits were very observational, and some bits were more intimate,
(see
but it turned into a big nude tableau. Except, in the ﬁlm, the nude is explored internally
as well as externally through all the penetration, but also through the weird psychic
space of it. The hole they fall through – at the beginning of ‘Alice’, and in the ﬁlm –
is a metaphor for the internal/external thing.
SH When I was broke in the 80s, I sometimes did art-class modelling. So I wonder,
Fiona, if you’ve ever done this type of modelling, and if you felt it offered any insight
painter..
into the nature of nudity,
y or contributed to your work as a painter
FB Y
Yes, I have modelled for life classes. As an artist you’re used to being, or feeling,
exposed. The life class is a funny and interesting place, and not nearly as irrelevant
as people think. I like that it’s
’ an amateur thing as well as a high-art thing. When you
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ﬁrst go into the life room, there’s
’ a frisson of subdued sexuality – an excitement about
how to formalise an act that would normally be very intimate and very erotic: looking
for a long time, very intensely,
y at a naked person.
I attended some life classes at college, and I was always much more interested in
this scenario than in making a picture myself.
CFT What got you into making nudes?
FB Well,
W many years later,
later, I started making images of nudes in words. These
developed out of the work I made from porn ﬁlms, which in turn came from m
my interest
in war ﬁlms. With
W the pornography,
y I was struck by the intimacy involved – not intimacy
in the way you might expect, but odd touches and glances between the actors. At the
same time, the violence in images – however alienating it may be – reaches something
primitive. I suppose the violence of an image comes down to the act of voyeurism
involving the camera and the viewer. I like the fact that these movies contain hardly
any words, but a sort of prelingual collection of sounds and grunts. More and more,
I began to see the ﬁlms in a kind of sculptural or spatial way,
y which is not to say I lost
awareness off tthem
hem politically,
y butt m
ore that I began to look at the interplay of penetration
more
and surface in a formal way – like a painting.
After that, I thought it would be interesting to strip off all the narrative and the
mediation of the ﬁlm medium, and look just at the ﬁgure. First, I did some work
with a striptease artist where I described her act verbally,
y then stripped the context
back further so all I was left with was the nude. I think there’s
’ something key about
the ubiquity of the nude in art and in culture; the emphasis on youth within culture
only goes to exaggerate that. I mean life drawing is all about mortality,
y as the
name suggests.
CFT And the performances are a sort of pastiche of the life room.
FB I started making performances where I set up a kind of life-studio on a stage
with a model and an easel. I did the ﬁrst of these at a literary festival where lots of
serious writers were pomposifying about their novels. In one way,
y it was a funny
comment about writing – sort of tongue-in-cheek life writing.
SH Life writing as opposed to life drawing?
FB Yes,
Y although it was both: life writing with a reference to life drawing and all
that goes with it, but also life writing as an attempt to describe something that was
in front of everyone – in the present tense, in the moment, exposed, without the device
of editing. It was so literal, it was on the edge of being something incredibly funny,
y
but actually it was very taut. It was also a serious engagement with all the layers of
voyeurism involved, both in art and in the image. It was oddly tense and uncomfortable
doing the performances, but at the same time there was an absurd sense that the model
and I might collapse into laughter at any point and be unable to carry on. The artwork
itself became vulnerable because the mechanisms around it were stripped back –
exposed. The performances exposed the layers of voyeurism: my voyeurism looking
at the model, and the audience’s’ voyeurism looking at me making the art, and looking
at the model, looking at the canvas... But then, the way we look at all art, the way we
treat and present works of art, is itself erotic. There is always that voyeuristic distance
in the end. A stage is a good representation of that distance.
Cosey,
y I recently saw the work you made when you were a model in the porn-mag
industry,
y and I was really impressed by it – on two levels, I suppose. One, how you
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used the porn-publishing industry to get your image made and circulated, another to
do with the act of self-portraiture and the nude and all that stuff. They are very tough
works, but very vulnerable too. I think they function more on an emotional frequency
than an intellectual one. W
Were you actually making self-portraits? Do you see them
belonging to the tradition of the nude (at the same time as subverting it)?
CFT
T I see them as self-portraits in that I instigated their creation by making myself
available as a model, and used the photographers as a medium. But my aim was to
present myself as raw material in an industry based on voyeurism, but not in the same
way as the nude is in the art world. My fascination with the sex industry was my prime
motivation. The fact that I subverted the tradition of the nude was an unanticipated
consequence of my actions.
FB I always think of porn itself as being part of the tradition of the nude.
SH These works were made in the early 70s, weren’t they? – around the same time
as Berger was making ‘Ways
W of Seeing’ and talking about exactly that stuff.
Something here has got me wondering – could you paint this conversation in words?
FB It’s
’ interesting: whether you read Kenneth Clark, John Berger
Lynda Nead
Berger,, or L
on the nude, they’re all overtly reﬂective of the prevailing sexual politics of the day.
y
The nude is the perfect cipher, or metaphor, or container, for this stuff, which is why
it’s
’ so relevant – because it mirrors us. But this conversation is more in the here and
now.
w And the process of discussion, or conversation, in this context inevitably leads
to the idea of a portrait.
So to answer your question, perhaps this conversation is a kind of landscape of
a portrait, as there are three of us. Sometimes I think I do use words as if they were
paint, trying to capture a particular colour,
r or catch something very slight like the light
on someone’s
’ cheek as they say something. I get caught up in a painterly kind of time;
I mean that the time encapsulated in the nude descriptions is more painterly than
narrative (in the verbal sense). My work is very visual in that way and not at all in
another: there’s
’ an irony in all that. This portrait would be painted in black and white;
it seems important to commit to black and white – description through absence.
Occasionally, I write without any reference to colour,
r so the result is like a black-andwhite drawing. As for painting itself, the louche moisture of a brush and paint is
somehow the opposite of words. I’ve heard important artists refer heroically to paint
as skin – the skin of the canvas, I suppose, and the skin of the body.
y I like the idea of
molten skin; it’s
’ slightly obscene, but I would choose the molten letter* myself – lay
bear the abstract moment. So with regard to painting, I think that kiss of ink on page
otherwise known as printing is the perfect way of painting. So the long and ﬁnal answer
to your question is – yes!
Y
SH Your
reply makes me think of a couple of Henry James novels – ‘The Figure
in the Carpet’ and ‘The Sacred Fount’ – I seem to be going from font to fount and
’
back again. I love that breakdown of the bourgeois novel in late Henry James – it’s
so (post-)modern. Y
You’ve also got me wondering if interview books like the one
T
Wilson did with Brion Gysin – ‘Here to Go’ – are in fact portraits.
Terry
Wilson

*Our word font comes from
the Latin fonte, meaning
something molten, or melted –
a reference to old-fashioned
hot-metal typesetting.

W
so caught up in the visual world that we don’t really think of verbal encounters
FB We’re
w
as portraits; our idea of likeness is very narrow somehow.
’ so easy to investigate verbal biographies now: just do a W
eb
SH But of course, it’s
Web
search and you can ﬁnd all the material you need. Fiona, how is the Internet changing
the way you reach an audience, and the way they respond to what you do?
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W the Internet there are just a lot more written words around in the world –
FB With
in art as well as everywhere else. In terms of printed matter, and the potential for
expanding how we perceive the literary tradition, the Internet is a positive. For me,
because I sell stuff through my own publishing company The V
Vanity Press, and The
Vanity Press is about distributing ideas and work that don’
V
don’tt necessarily work for, or
in, art galleries, the Internet is a good way of getting it around. People are a bit snobbish
about artist websites because they wrongly see them as self-promotional (bad), as
opposed to a way of representing ideas (good). Like anything, it depends on how you
use the form: Stewart, your website, and your blog in particular,
r are astonishing – they
are shot through with a load of semi-ﬁctional dialogue, serious and very funny as well.
We are much more disposed to messing with facts and taking on personas on the
W
Internet. There is somehow a different perception of truth and more authorial freedom.
I mean, B.S. Johnson wouldn’t have done himself in if he’d lived today.
y What is that
great line of his – “telling stories is telling lies…”?
SH Yes,
Y Johnson could have had fun with the W
eb because it makes things easier
Web
to examine from different points of view.
w Now
w, with blogging and social networking,
Now,
it’s
’ fantastic being able to become all these different people. Y
ou can pretend to be
You
Andy W
Warhol for three minutes – or 15 at a real stretch – if it will get your point over
r.
over.
That said, the Internet is very much language based, and I ﬁnd it strange that on the
whole, writers haven’t embraced it more and become more excited by it. There are
a few – people doing conceptual literature like Kenny Goldsmith – but mostly,
y established
writers are happier with books, and younger ones seem to see the Internet as a vehicle
for established and traditional content. I’m not sure it’s
’ been better used by artists
either. Y
Yet writing and books still have such cultural authority
y.
authority.
FB Yes,
Y and in a way I like that. Y
ou and I both play around with the notion
You
of cultural authority.
y
As for the book – the tome, the tomb – I guess we are physical beings in that we
seek companionship in the physical object, one that not only contains, but reﬂects,
time – like us; we like the way books smell, and their page-edges get time-burnt. But
I’m also interested in our relationship with unread books; it can be like photocopying
something instead of reading it – a connection with the unconscious state of reading.
Opening a book means you have it, even if you haven’t read it. It’s
’ in your cannon; it
can be detonated at any time. The form of a book is a very good metaphor for time:
it unfolds physically – pages, days, chapters, years, whatever, just time. The book as
a body – the jacket, the spine, the armpit in the fold of the endpapers, the arse or cunt
in the shadow of the gutter,
r waiting to be opened, revealed, read – is an erotic object.
Unread books… unreadable books – even better.
SH I ﬁnd the use of books to freeze thought interesting. They can’t evolve in the
same way as oral tradition – they are like moments frozen in time.
FB A tomb, but also immortality like a butterﬂy collection: dead but preserved.
SH You
Y published a couple of headstones with ISBNs as books. Is that work a reference
to this sort of thing?
FB I was thinking about how books reﬂect us – in odd, perverse, fantastical ways
sometimes, but they still do. And because I love, but loathe, biographies, I’m often
musing on tales of lives, the myth of a narrative: the ideas of permanence and ephemerality
came together in these works. The stones are not gravestones speciﬁcally,
y but they
have that association, and they are engraved with ISBN numbers, so the idea of
a publication, a container, comes into it. Not only the permanence of an engraved
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stone and the transience of a publication, or a narrative, or a life even, but also
the time, or idea of duration, each represents. I was also thinking of them as nudes,
so I registered the ﬁrst stone under the title ‘Sleep’, and the second ‘Reclining’ ((see
’ so popular.
opposite and page 8). Life drawing is about mortality anyway – that’s
’ why it’s
Death is a bigger taboo in the west than sex.
One of the things I like about the nude is that it’s
’ a kind of verbal full stop: an end
(or a beginning). The narrative is stripped off, the clothes are off, and the surroundings
are drifting away – not a story,
y but just the bare protagonist, suspended in time.
I suppose the nudes are similar to my full-stop drawings, which were like one-page,
completely edited books. Only there, you were left with a visual register or sign; with
the nudes you are left with a literal one. In the case of these pieces, the nude is stripped
even further back, to just its ISBN.
SH In your work, the word has an odd authority because often, it isn’t possible
to read the entire text.
FB There is a sense of a whole, or an idea of a narrative, especially in the ﬁlm
works, but because it’s
’ presented pictorially
y, as an instant, you often don’
pictorially,
don’tt read it
that way.
y Y
ou scan them like pictures, so the narrative is kind of scrambled. They
You
are neither writing, in the formal sense, nor are they pictures.
I’m interested in the limiting force of language, as well as the communicative
force of it. W
We’re bound to work with it, but sometimes it’
’s not enough, or it’
’s in
it’s
it’s
the way,
y and obviously sometimes (in life and in art) it doesn’
doesn’tt work right as a tool
for communication. The full-stop sculptures were a way of exploring a primitive
moment – when words lose their reference, if you like. I made these as a way of
exploring a sort of void in my work, and also of making work that was about the
stuff outside of language. I was interested in the moment of not knowing how to
proceed, and of making something really physical, something reﬂective of that.
The full-stop sculptures are on the whole really visceral and physical abstract
manifestations of a space where words don’t work or happen.
CFT
T Exactly! Rather like what I call the space between, which is where I aim to be
when I make my work. I think it’s
’ where we can all converge and reach some mutual
understanding. I feel words are immediate in that we read them almost as a reﬂex, but
then what they say can add distance – or provide a particular point of entry.
y Images
are more democratically open in that their language doesn’t need translation; if text
is in English, it may distance a non-English-speaking viewer.
FB W
We all interpret images differently depending on our cultural reference, on
how they are presented, or how they are edited… For me, words are the more
immediate language.
CFT
T But those are much more subtle, subjective reactions: foreign languages
create an immediate and impenetrable barrier.
FB T
True enough, but images have difﬁcult subjective references. Maybe not be limited
to this language or that, but there is a gender to images that language doesn’t always
have, and a persuasiveness that can work in good ways, and more often in bad ways.
CFT
TW
e’re hard-wired to respond to colour
We’re
colour,, shape and sound, so the visual image
is readily assimilated regardless of any loaded language it may contain. An image
has a universality that language lacks. It’s
’ about manipulation and persuasion.
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ords do bring a different
FB Alll language is about manipulation and persuasion. W
Words
spirit of reﬂection on the work. There is a clear distancing, or abstraction in one way
– a very obvious acknowledgement of the act of translation. In another way,
y there is
a collapse of distance – liberation from the image and all its impossible associations,
pornographic or otherwise.
T You
You have processed the visual information and consciously chosen and used
CFT
y
the words to represent the nude. The written word is generally read in a literal way.
As such, the viewer would tend to perceive the work through the established reading
and understanding of the word as language. Therefore you’re acting as the
(reﬂecting) intermediary between viewer and nude.
Y and the nude performances are very much about exposing and exploring
FB Yes,
’ not a conscious
that space. Sometimes I consciously choose language, but often it’s
choice of words – sometimes the response is more direct, and not reﬂective.
T Is it the painted nude or the nude painter? Ha! Have you done that?
CFT
Y
FB Yes!
T Great.
CFT
You make use
FB Stewart, do you mind if people don’t read your books completely? Y
of repetition in a way that makes me suspect you don’t mind if people skim bits – or
perhaps you’re trying to make them do that, controlling the pace of the reader… you’re
/literary equivalent of iconoclast?
fucking with the reader somewhat. What’s’ the verbal
verbal/literary
SH I don’t like the over-reverential attitude a lot of people have towards books.
Y might want to read the whole of a book, or you might not. Y
ou might want to
You
You
start on page one, or at the end. I’m happy for people to read my books however they
y but they do have to take responsibility
like; they don’t need to read them in their entirety,
for the reading they make, which means I don’t think critics should make judgments
’ a direct verbal
about a whole work based on a partial reading. I don’t know if there’s
’ someone who takes a vow of silence…
equivalent of an iconoclast, unless it’s
FB Or ‘Throbbing Gristle’? And the literary?
SH One of your huge 3D full stops springs to mind.
FB Ha. A book is something about completion isn’t it? – the moment when you
declare a collection of fragments (words, sentences, pages, images) to be a whole,
and a whole that is in your authorship and ownership. Y
You can’
can’tt copyright something
y or even something you place on the Internet, in the same way.
wayy. That’
’s another
you say,
That’s
reason why the Internet is interesting, because you can revise pages so easily – it lies
somewhere between literary and oral traditions.
I just made a series of works that are one-off books – they are all printed and
registered as an edition of one. I was thinking that it would be nice to make
’ an edition of a half
; it would be necessarily and forever unﬁnished,
a book that’s
y
which all works are in a way.

Cosey Fanni T
Tutti
During her early career as a
stripper, a model for pornographic
magazines, and a performer in
pornographic ﬁlms, Cosey Fanni
Tutti produced a collection of
T
collages into which she incorporated
her own image, subtly subverting
the roles of model and artist.
These collages are now recognised
as important works of feminist
art. Later, with performance
artists like Genesis P-Orridge,
she achieved success with groups
such as and ‘Chris and Cosey’
and ‘Throbbing Gristle’.
Stewart Home
British writer, artist, ﬁlm-maker,
and underground-art historian
Stewart Home is best known for
his novels, his parodies of skinhead
pulp ﬁction, and his neo-conceptual
art work. He has exhibited his work
widely and produced a number of
pamphlets, magazines, and books
that deal with radical left-wing
politics, punk culture and the occult.
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